the must read summary of tom demarco s book slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency this complete summary of the ideas from tom demarco s book slack shows that companies who constantly insist on efficiency are actually creating an environment where they limit flexibility reduce the capacity for creativity and increase burnout in employees, favorite lines from slack by tom demarco demarco s book is not only about slack but if you want to read about it see slack we re not slacking off when to slack what it gives us pressure people under time pressure don t think faster tim lister, pris 174 kr e bok 2001 laddas ned direkt kup boken slack av tom demarco isbn 9780767908993 hos adlibris fri fraktalt bra priser och snabb leverans adlibris, what if your superefficient company is suddenly falling behind tom demarco a leading management consultant to both fortune 500 and up and coming companies has discovered a counterintuitive principle that explains why efficiency improvement can sometimes make a company slow slack is the degree of freedom in a company that allows it to, tom demarco a leading management consultant to both fortune 500 and up and coming companies reveals a counterintuitive principle that explains why efficiency efforts can slow a company down that principle is the value of slack the degree of freedom in a company that allows it to change, the more efficient you get the harder it is to change tomes tom demarco in the introduction to his new book slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency broadway, tom demarco s now iconic book slack makes the case for a radically different way to organize any company that needs to be dynamic there is insight and humor on every page from the author of peopleware preview read a sample from this book, slack is the degree of freedom in a company that allows it to change it could be something as simple as adding an assistant to a department letting high priced talent spend less time at the photo copier and more time making key decisions tom demarco is a principal of the atlantic systems guild a new york and london based consulting, slack getting past burnout busywork and total efficiency tom demarco see more like this, demarco s remedy is what he calls slack read this book and learn why david liddle general partner at venture partners demarco understands the temptations we all experience in the high pressure management world and is able to separate incentives from accomplishments and process from culture in a clear and memorable way, book slack by tom demarco gurteen knowledge community the gurteen knowledge community is a global learning community of over 21 000 people in 160 countries across the world, slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency tom demarco on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers if your companies goal is to become fast responsive and agile more efficiency is not the answer you need more slack why is it that todays superefficient organizations are ailing tom demarco, demarco tom slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency new york broadway books 2001 print these citations may not conform precisely to your selected citation style please use this display as a guideline and modify as needed close email this record, search on demarco slack or use the following url order slack from amazon com for something completely different look for tom demarcos mainstream novel dark harbor house recently published by down east books lisa alther author of kinflicks had the following to say about dark harbor house i missed this book whenever i had to, meet the high school basketball player who was once considered better than lebron james duration 10 16 cainelovescali 7 408 889 views, tom demarco thinks thats the wrong question as a matter of fact demarco 60 a veteran high tech consultant in camden maine is determined to give idleness a good name, buy slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency by tom demarco isbn 9780932633613 from amazon s book store everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders, slack tom demarco on amazon com au free shipping on eligible orders argues that the lean and mean corporate model of workaholism and downsizing is proving counterproductive explaining how companies can implement downtime promote flexibility and foster creativity as part of realizing increased revenues reprint, read slack by tom demarco by tom demarco for free with a 30 day free trial read ebook on the web ipad iphone and android, tom demarco 2001 in various scrum books i have read the authors suggested to have slack time in between sprints as i was quite new to scrum i was not familiar with the concept of slack it came across more as a relaxation period you can t sprint all the time and need to regain strength for the next sprint, another entry in the small but growing management library that suggests purposely slowing down and smelling the roses could actually boost productivity in todays 24 7 world tom demarcos slack stands out because it is aimed at the infernal busyness of the modern workplace demarco writes organizations sometimes become obsessed, tom demarco is an american software engineer and author he was an early developer of structured analysis in the 1970s he has appeared in almost a dozen publications author of nine books and written more than 100 papers on project management and software development here is a look at some of the, in order to enable change companies have to learn that keeping
Managers busy is a blunder if you have busy managers working under you they are an indictment of your vision and your capacity to transform that vision into reality cut them some slack Tom Demarco Slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency slack ebook getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency de Tom Demarco idioma edio the crown publishing group novembro de 2001 isbn 9780767908993 ver detalhes do produto seja o primeiro a comentar este produto comentar, the answer is slack but not that slack in Tom Demarco's excellent book Slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency he presents an alternative to the trap of pursuing total efficiency rather than scheduling every single minute of the day he proposes incorporating slack time into your management strategy, Tom Demarco a leading management consultant to both Fortune 500 and up and coming companies reveals a counterintuitive principle that explains why efficiency efforts can slow a company down that principle is the value of slack the degree of freedom in a company that allows it to change are you too busy 05 january 2017 busy efficient vs effective slack this is the first in a series of three posts illustrating some core insights from Slack by Tom Demarco the second post is on the white space in the org chart and the last post is on facilitating substantial change, Tom Demarco isn't a conventional textbook author slack is one of his best books to date so its definitely a worthwhile read Demarco explains how to increase organisational agility in his book which coaches readers on how to integrate and thoughtfully use slack in their workplace and corporate culture, the must read summary of Tom Demarco's book amp quote slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency amp quote this complete summary of the ideas from Tom Demarco's book amp quote slack amp quote shows that companies who constantly insist on efficiency are actually creating an environment where they limit flexibility reduce the capacity for creativity and increase burnout in, buy slack from dymocks online bookstore find latest reader reviews and much more at dymocks, author Tom Demarco publisher Broadway Books 2001 isbn 076790768x do one thing do it well Tom Demarco proposes in his new book slack that this may no longer be the most winning business strategy, why is it that today's super efficient organizations are ailing Tom Demarco reveals a counterintuitive principle that explains why efficiency efforts can slow a company down that principle is the value of slack the degree of freedom in a company that allows it to change implementing slack could be as simple as adding an assistant to a department and letting high priced talent spend less, slack is an excellent book that makes its points clearly and briefly avoiding hundreds of pages of management consultant waffle while reading slack i recognised so many of the causes and consequences that Tom Demarco describes from my previous employer that i got a lot from reading his views on less familiar subjects i also wish i, slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency kindle edition by Tom Demarco download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency, slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency by Tom Demarco by Tom Demarco by Tom Demarco note citations are based on reference standards however formatting rules can vary widely between applications and fields of interest or study the specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher classroom teacher institution or organization should be applied, slack Tom Demarco by Len on May 23 2003 7 12 am slack is an excellent analysis of the problems plaguing large corporations software development efforts the book starts off looking at how and when knowledge work gets done the myth of the fungible resource and how the drive for efficiency in many corporations leads to everyone being, slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency if your company's goal is to become fast responsive and agile efficiency is not the answer you need slack why is it that today's super efficient organizations are ailing Tom Demarco a leading management consultant to content, Tom Demarco is the author of fifteen books including five novels a collection of short stories and the rest business books his most recent work is a seemingly jinxed love story the one way time traveler before that he wrote dark harbor house and before that slack and peopleware and the deadline, in his book slack Tom Demarco writes slack is a prescription for building a capacity to change into the modern enterprise it looks into the heart of the efficiency flexibility quandary the more efficient you get the harder it is to change the book shows managers how to make their organizations, Tom Demarco born August 20 1940 is an American software engineer author and consultant on software engineering topics he was an early developer of structured analysis in the 1970s early slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency takes the themes Tom Demarco covered in his most well known book peopleware and congeals them into a single term that can be applied broadly to many resources and faculties time money personnel risk tolerance to maximize an organization's agility and, slack getting past burnout busywork and the myth of total efficiency by Tom Demarco slack is an outstanding management book full of wisdom about corporate culture change failure learning quality risk management productivity and managing people you can't grow if you can't change at all slack is the lubricant of change, tom ...
demarco is a principal of the atlantic systems guild a new york and london based consulting practice his clients include hewlett packard apple ibm bell laboratories and many others he is also the author of seven books on management and technical development methods including the deadline a business novel and peopleware in 1999 tom was awarded the wayne stevens prize for